
 

Appendix B to Co-Living Report: Co-Living in London and Manchester 

 

London 

Co-Living Developments in London 

It is difficult to access comprehensive planning data on co-living schemes in London as many of the 

earliest schemes were carried out as conversions via the ‘Permitted Development’ (PD) ‘office to 

residential’ conversion route and required only a ‘prior approval’ rather than full planning 

permission. As a result, these schemes aren’t included in the ‘London Development Database’. There 

have been several industry reports1 on the sector which list recent activity. 

Operational Co Living Schemes 

The Collective - Old Oak Common (544 beds) 

The Collective - Canary Wharf (705 beds) 

The Stay Club - Colindale (100 beds)  

The Stay Club - Willesden (70 beds) 

Capital Living – SW London (275 beds) 

Mason and Fifth – Bermondsey (28 beds) 

Total = 1,722 

Permitted Recently/In the system 

The Collective – Stratford (287 beds) 

The Collective – Battersea (263 beds) 

Tide Construction - Croydon (833 beds) 

Scape - Hackney (121 beds) 

Princeton Investments - Hounslow (248 beds) 

Viewranks Estates - Kingston upon Thames (200-beds) 

Total  = 1,952 

 

Note on Policy 

The Draft London Plan includes a policy on co-living, but does not set any specific floor area 

standards. London Plan Policy H18, ‘Large-scale purpose-built shared living’: 

                                                           
1 https://www.cbre.co.uk/research-and-reports/Europe-Co-living-Key-Trends-and-Key-Cities 



“The private units should be appropriately sized to be comfortable and functional for a tenant’s 

needs and may include facilities such as en-suite bathrooms and limited cooking facilities. There are 

currently no minimum space standards for communal and private areas of this type of 

accommodation. Given the generally small size of the private space in these developments, the 

communal amenity spaces are important elements in ensuring the quality of the overall residential 

amenity is acceptable. If deemed necessary, the Mayor will produce planning guidance, including 

space standards, for this form of accommodation.” 

Includes a provision that units should not be  “self-contained homes or capable of being used as self-

contained homes.” 

A requirement that “Tenancies should be for a minimum of three months to ensure large-scale 

purpose-built shared living developments do not effectively operate as a hostel.” 

 

Manchester 

Co-Living Developments in Manchester 

IQ Student Accommodation (403 co-living bedspaces) plus 242 student rooms  (granted) 

First Street (2,224 bedspaces), Hulme (granted) 

T1  (390 bedspaces) Deansgate   

Vita Groups (870 bedrooms) Water Street  

Echo Street (621 bedspaces) 

Union II (800 bedspaces) 

Vita Group  (1,600 bedspaces) St John’s district 

Total = 6,908 

 

Note on Policy 

The Manchester Plan is under preparation and no plan-led policy on co-living has been adopted to 

date. A number of recent reports to Manchester City Council2, address the issue in the interim and 

set out recommended policy approach to co living. The report notes that “the market is ahead of 

policy and this presents challenges in appropriately appraising planning applications for proposed 

developments, with little or no historic precedent in the city. This coupled with the fluidity in the 

definition of co-living, means there is a challenge to develop policy capable of keeping pace with the 

rate of change.” 

Of interest in the policy recommendation is as follows: 

“Given that the product is untested in Manchester, it is not considered appropriate to approve a 

significant level of co-living accommodation. It is suggested that only a restricted amount can be 

supported in advance of a full policy approach being developed, on the basis outlined below.  

                                                           
2 https://democracy.manchester.gov.uk/documents/s12248/Co-living.pdf 
  https://democracy.manchester.gov.uk/documents/s17815/Co-living%20in%20Manchester.pdf 

https://democracy.manchester.gov.uk/documents/s12248/Co-living.pdf


  Co-living should be restricted to a limited number of key areas of high employment growth within 

the city centre, and would only be considered as part of an employment-led, Strategic Regeneration 

Framework (SRF), where it can be demonstrated that a co-living development will provide added 

value to the wider commercial offer in the area.  

 Schemes must demonstrate that they command support from recently arrived or new employers 

located in, or in the vicinity of, the regeneration area they form part of. The size and scale of the 

developments need to be underpinned by the generation of employment opportunities from those 

employers. Evidence will need to be provided that a scheme will attract specific employers and 

committed jobs if they are not already present, as well as talent retention and attractiveness for 

proposed new employees, as part of growth in key sectors in the city.  

   A maximum stay should be defined for short-term studio lets, for example, six months.  

Developments must contribute to Council Tax revenue, with Council Tax paid by the operator, in 

order to strengthen the tax base.  

 Planning applications should include a conversion plan to demonstrate how the building could be 

repurposed through interventions to the layout. 

It is considered that we should maintain a cautious approach to this product as it is unproven in the 

city and elsewhere in the UK… An initial ceiling of up to 5,000 units would allow the Council to 

evaluate the suitability of this type of development at a manageable scale, and the contribution 

these facilities can make to our core objectives. 

  



 

Ref: https://www.jll.de/content/dam/jll-com/documents/pdf/research/emea/jll-european-coliving-index-2019.pdf 

 

https://www.jll.de/content/dam/jll-com/documents/pdf/research/emea/jll-european-coliving-index-2019.pdf

